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Frakes Acts as Center Liaison;
''Open to All Ears''

The
News Dude

Weekly Summer Edition

by Jim Boggio

Thanks a Bun.ch, Gang

• • •

It has been one hell of a day piled on one
If I had any money or sense, I'd probably
hell of a summer.
go to Okie's and drink myself into a
In one typical short day working on the daze ... but I turned 21 this summer and
New Mexico Daily Lobo Weekly Summer that doesn't seem like any fun at all.
Edition (which in itself makes all the sense
But summer's almost over (though I'm
in the world) I have successfuliy antagonized sure I didn't pass ai"1Y of my courses since I
one columnist, clucked over another's · haven't been in a· week because of the
wou.uded arm (which was thrust through a paper). Just think. Soon it'll be fall and we'll
plate glass window) and written 72 headlines have to put something out every day. But
then, I'll at least have someone to talk to at
with the wrong count.
It's been different. Not exactly what I'd 11 p.m. as we write an entire newspaper.
But there are a few people I'd like to say
expected. Where were all those writers and
photographers who ~,;aid they'd work this something to and I suppose this is as good a
summer because they had nothing else to time as any.
To Marge thanks for the conversations
do? God, they all seemed apologetic enough
when I saw them Oii the street with their and criticism of the copy. Also for the
brown bodies and cutoff jeans and long hair. obsenities early on Thursday mornings.
It's been quiet. The only typewriter I hear
To Jay and Dave ~md Doolittle and Willie
in the office is mine. Sometimes I just have and the Back Shop Boys all the beer they
to go to the printing plant to hear some can drink (on Willie, of course.)
clacking and to see another human being.
Jim, I'm sorry. The column was good at
And the campus wasn't much better. Very times, brilliant at others and always
quiet this summer ... that's what I heard conversational. I know I'll never do as
last year from Sandy Schauer and the year well ... ,that's what upset me so much.
before from Casey Church, both editors who
To Scott who always came through with
somehow managed to sm-vive. I suppose even reviews when I most needed them I thank a
hundred times and look forward to working
I will.
I spent almost an hour talking with a with you again.
custodian tonight. He was old and seemed
To the news bureau-thanks, pals. 'You
wise in the ways of the Physical Plant and put out an excellent paper.
Bob Lawrence, thanks for the shoulder to
unionization and working hard until one in
the morning. But he left and it's nine o'clock cry on. I secretly liked your polarized
and the printers leave at 12. I wrote the pictures.
And to Aaron and Mark (or whatever
story on the Women's CEmter and the one on
the law suit and a few million campus briefs you're changi~g your names to) thanks for
that "just have got to get in this week's coming back. (It would have been so easy to
flee the country.)
Lobo."

The other' day I stumbled across another
Albuquerque-based ne.;spaper. It's called, "Partido La Raza
Um,'da. "

Jt seems to b(;: a socio·political pub1'1cat'10n, promot••OJ? "th
.e
real. needs, culture and life" of Chicano people. For a dune, a
copy may be purchased &t the Aztlan Bookstore on West
Central.
, b k
d "
Attempting to track·down the paper~ ac groun ~t ••e.,
who puts it out-and why?), I came mto contact Wlth
Santiago Maestas, a recent graduate of the University of New
Mexico.
He gave me a bigger story than I had P!anned. for.
He told me the eight-page newspaper 1s pubhshed monthly
by a newly-formed political organization, the New Mexico
Raza Unida Party.
"Ummm," I said. "I thought the RUP existed solely in
Texas."
Maestas . smiled before answering, ''That's what most
people think.
"The Partido started in Texas ... but it soon spread to
California and Colorado. It has grown because the two major
parties have failed to protect our people's interests.
"Now it has come to New Mexico. We have chapters in
'
seven counties
throughout the state. ''
(As this conversation took place, last week, the founding
of New Mexico's Raza Unida Party had not been made
public· an announcement was to be given to the press on
Wedne'sday-the day before this column is published. Until
such time, I was sworn to secrecy.)
The newspaper, "Partido La Raza Unida," is written in
both Spanish and English, offering the reader an idea of the
Party's philosophy.
In an editorial that appeared on the front page of the
paper's Third Edition, New Mexico's Lt. Governor Robert
Mondragon is applauded ... for speaking out "against
injustice."
The pape~ comments that it agrees with Mondragon's
sentiments-;. · revealed in a recent speech-that "all the
Republican Pl:tlty has done for La Raza is feather the nest of
a few politicos ... and the Democratic Party hasn't done
much better."
If the lt. governor was sincere in his statement, perhaps he
should leave the Democratic Party.
Perhaps, that suggestion should be made in the next
edition of "Partido La Ra;<!:a Unida."

* * *

A recent issue of Time Magazine attempted k1 t~ompare the
journalistic profession in this country •.. with the one in
Japan. Actually, there was no comparison at all!
''In the U.S.," reports the article, "anyone can become a
journalist who can persuade an editor to give him a job. By
contrast, in Japan, would-be journalists must take tough
examinations, civil service style .•."
Oniy college graduates-or near grads-are permitted to
take the once-a-year exams that are required for trainee
positions on any one of Japan's 115 dailies. Of the 8,000
who take the test every year, only about 500 are accepted.
The Asahi Shimbun, with a daily circulation of 6,000,000,
gave its three-part exam to 900 candidates this
month ... and accepted 30.
.
The 30 additions increased Asahi's staff of reporters and
deskmen to "about 1,000"-or twice as many as the New
York Times. And with that many newsmen running around,
can you imagine what the Tokyo Press Club is like on a
Satu:cd.ily night?
MAN'S BEST FRIEND

The Audience as Pig
By SCOTI' BEAVEN
acq uaitl ted with the power
Arts & Media Editor
wielded by performers well
The Civic Auditorium has knows-if, is the performers
announced that it will no longer themselve&.
allow rock concerts because of
The ::.dvocates of free music
recent damage caused by gangs have missed the point-music is
who thought they had the right to not free anymore than anything
hear music free.
else is. Ecology is the science of
Although logic may seem interrelationships and
superfluous in this instance, one dependencies-It is not an
cannot help but wonder why artificial system imposed by man
young people would want to on nature; it is a fact of nature.
break down the doors to see
Just so with rock concerts.
groups who would rather not be Musicians depend on money to
aeen unless their audiences have make music while audiences
pe.id. It is not the exploiting depend on money to bring them
capitalist pigs who set the prices musiciarts. It. should not perhaps
for concerts as anyone who is be that way but that's the way it

is and until .something replaces
that system (and is anyone naive
enough to believe anything will?)
it is the not only uncalled for but
vicious to destroy what little
enjoyment is possible.
In other words: the advocates
of freedom (at the . musician's
expense) have destroyed
opportunities. for both themselves
and their idols at one auditorium
in Albuquerque. They have done
it cleverly, they have done it well,
and they should be satisfied.
Power to the. people, the
contemporary cliche reads. Power
to What people at the expense of
what other people?

Lobo Staff
Arts and Media Editor-Scott Beaven
Ad Manager-Garry Kircbmeier
Stat£ Writers-Don Burge, Aarogant Howard, Susa."l Thornton, Jim Reston, Gay Toulouse.
Arts and Medir-Ge<1ffrey Blakeley, Dorothy Maves, Polly Kael
Photographers-Bob TeUer, Phil Pacheco, Angell Adams
Art-Mary Beaven, Al Durer
Copy boy-Jake Anderson
- ~·

Editor-Sandy McCra\'7

letters. ' '

Speaking of wasted space: Jim
Boggio. With so many
semi-talented journalists bubbling
under the bot 100 why do you
continue to print the worthless
rubbish of a lousy writer whose
only interest is promoting himself
(through the column ludicrously
titled "news dude") into a better
paying job at KOAT-TV?
His insipid column is a bona
fide insult to the intelligence of
any reader . above the level of
cretin. I and I'm sure many other
Lobo readers, object to having
part of a page filled with his
narcwic blubberings.
Nobody cares about how
groovy Mr. Bozo's pencil ls. No
one cares about Mr. Bozo's career
as an inept sports announcer. No
one cares about his moronic
analysis of foreign affairs. No one
cares about his constant
references to legions of imaginary
"fans" of his column. No one
cares about his bungling attempts
at parodies of other columns. And
certainly no one cares about
prolonged descriptions of himself
at the typewriter. (It's obviously a
brand new experience).

Mr. Bozo has done nothing so
far except jack.·off his undeserved
ego on the pages of the Lobo and
to leave the space blank would be
a vast improvement on the
irtt'intile scribblirtgs of a small-time
media man. I'm surprised that Mr.
Bozo's regular employers at
Channel 7 have not let him go as a
result of the embarrasingly
self-served crap you allow to be
printed each week.
For those readers who find this
letter a bit strong 1 would advise
you to read an installment or Mr.
Bozo's weekly column but not
without the precaution of a puke
bag,

Jean Frakes, new coordinator
of the Women's Center, is
planning to expand· the academic
programs concerning women's
studies and Js to act as a liason
between the Center and all
manner of University bureaucrats,
chauvinists and administrators.
''There is so much happening
and it all needs to )Je coordinated.
A lot of things women aren't
directly involved in, but are
affected by. In a way, I'm just
open to all ears," Frakf)s said.
Among the advances made by
the Center this summe~ are a
counseling service begun by a
group of women law studnets and
a new house at 1824 Las Lomas.
The Center also received $1900
from ASUNMthis year.
Qne current project being
carried on by some women at the
Center is a petition for an
Abortion rights act to "enforce
Jean Frakes
the constitutional rights of
females to terminate pregnancies
that tbey do not wish to
continue."
The Bill is based on "the
constitutional right to privacy
embodied in the First, Third,
Fourth, Fifth and Ninth
The UNM Regents have set the application to the State Board of Amendments to the
fall Of 1973 as the time for paid Finance for the bond money.
Constitution,'' ·according to the
parking to be implemented on the
The married student housing petition.
North Campus.
project involves clusters of one·,
Petitions may be signed at the
Paid parking for faculty, staff, two-, and three•bedroom Women's Center, currently in
and students starts this fall on the apartments built in one·, two·, Mesa Vista near Amistad.
and three-story configurations.
Central Campus.
The Women'l> Center itself,
The year s delay in initiating The architect, RobP.rt Torres, said which sprang from the Women's
the system on the NorthCampus he hopes construction can be Coordinating Committee, is
was granted in order to allow time started in DP-cember. On such a composed o f several governing
to work out special problems.
timetable, be said, many of the committees- Consciousness·
Action setting the 1973 date · apartments should be available for raising, Counseling, Tables, Free
for North Campus paid parking occupancy by the start of the ~pace, communications, legal
was taken at a meeting July 21 at 1973 fall semester.
problems and others.
The University will finance the
LooAlamos.
According to the Center: The
At the same session, the housing complex with revenue consciousness·raising committee
Regents approved architectural bonds. An application has been "sets, up new small groups for
designs for the new Cancer filed for a Housing and Urban discussions and works to maintain
Research and Treatment Center at Development College Housing the already functioning groups."
UNM and for a 200-uuit married debt service grant, at tlu:ee It also introduces women to each
students' housing development percent interest, in the amount of other and ttbe movement.
near the Albuquerque Sports $3,098,000 for the work.
The counseling committee
Stadium.
Two aged buildings-World War
nursing .from College. of St.
l'lans · for the Caucer Cent.."!' n ~A):r-qka:---'<iU <>Ome doWI). .aa in
Catl%1>rlb41-Jn .SE• Pl'i'Ut, :Miini, and a
were· p.-esented by nrchltecta
the result: of enothcr Regenta.l
degree in nursing from
Jason Moore and Max Flatow or action. The bnard approved master's
University
of California in San
the Flatow, Moore, Bryan and removal of B-1 (at Ash and
Francisco.
Fairburn firm. The building will Redondo) and T·10 (north of
At University of Minnesota she
be located east of the Basic Zimmerman Library). The
Medical Sciences Building and buildings, two of four such taught core nursing courses and in
north of Bernalillo County "temporary" structures remaining the clinical area of surgery, and
a course in
Medical Center, connected at its from GI student boom in the coordinated
pathophysiology
of
illness.
basement level with both o1 those postwar years, have housed
buildings.
Psychology projects that are being
Earickson
It will encompass three levels moved into the new Psychology
Shirley Earickson has been
and a sub·b<ibeiti<mt fur utility Building. The State Board of appointed assistant dean for
connections. Moore said it is Finance must concur in the administration and records of the
designed so that "severalt~tories" removal action before the Graduate School at the University
may be 'added.
buildings _can be razed.
of New Mexico.
The basement level will house
Earickson, who has been on the
radiation equipment,. rooms for
Kordosky
staff of tha Graduate School since
patient diagnosis and treatment,
Marylee Joanne Kordosky will graduation from the University in
and other clinical arrangements, . join the UNM faculty next month 1942, has served the office as
Moore said. Morton Kligerman, as an assistant professor of secretary, administrative assistant
cancer center director, explained nursing.
and assistant to the dean.
that this floor was being designed
Formerly a nursing instructor
A native of Las Vegas, N.M.,
to make it easy for patients to at the University of Minnesota she attended Albuquerque public
move from one area to another since 1968, Kordosky holds a B.S. schools before going to UNM.
for diagnosis, treatment, and
counseling.
The upper levels of the building
will contain offices and research
facilities.
A project budget review will be
presented to the Regents at a later
date. The National Cancer
Institute has granted UNM $3.375
million for the construction of the
center. The state will furnish
matc.~ing funds in the amount of
$1.125 million. The legislature in
1971 approved a $1 million bond
issue fo~ this purpose. At the Loll
Alamos meeting the Regents made

Regents Give Okay
To Paid Parking inNorth

Free-Open to_ Public
July 31

Unique Jewelry

For
Unique Occasions

Speaker: Dr. N. Scott Momaday, .
Pulitzer Prize Winner, 1969.
Professor of English and
Comparative Literature, University.
of California, Berkeley.
Topic: "An American Indian Oral
Tradition"

Coming September 15!

Tom W. Thompson
400 San Felip'e-Oid Town
Thursday, July 27, 1972

Student Activities Night
8:00PM
Center Mall
Kiva if we~ther is bad

have a crafts area (not dominated
by men) dedicated to the
creativity of women, It would
provide such things as auto tools,
ceramics, photography dark room
and other equipment."

2212 Cenfrlll S.E,
:!66-2338

Martin Guild
Yamahfl.

Madiera· Aria
Strings I< Ac~es

O.Oiorsln

and Periodicals
·(across from Johnson Gym)
Open 1OM10 weekdays
10-5 Saturday
1M5 Sunday .

I0°/o off on Hardbacks
appliel; to everybody

,

No Sales Tax

Now we have...

Sunglasses that get
darker as the sun
gets brighter.

Ana mey get rrgllter-as-tm~--- -

-"" · - -Jfiii!P~-'111

day gets darker.
They adjust by themselves
to give you just the right.
amount of protection and

1
~Oa~~ANS
vlslbWty.

511 Wyoming NE
255-8282

In the sun. Or
shade. Bright day. Or
cloudy. One pair of sun·
glasses for all kinds of
days.
They're called PHOTOSUN1"sunglasses.Corning
makes the glass, and we
can fill them to your prescription. Come in and see
what a big difference they
can make.

Dollars Should Make Sense
• •• contemporary • • •
jewelr4 designs

•••••••••

ted cox
ron beauchamp

Lecture Under The Stars

Michael Blake
Marge Owens

NEW MEXiCO' LOBO

provides counseling and sources of
aW tlu:ough tbe various members
related to per,sonal crises, legal,
medical (i.e. abortion,
contraceptives, women doctors),
overcoming dh!criminat.i()n."
Tbe Communications
committee "deals with publicity,
informing newspaper and radio of
events for coverage." Under this
committee, a newsletter is put out
and a speaker's bureau files names
of women lecturers and of groups
who make reques~.
One of the most important
committees is the women'~> studies
program which is striving to set up
a women's studies program at
UNM with courses and credit
offered.
The National ·Organization of
Women (NOW) also operates
through the Center to keep
women "aware of what the~ are
doing, especially legislative action
and through the Center
coordinate their activities with
other activities so women may )Je
involved in whatever they want."
In the near future, accotding to
Center information, "we hope to

Ei609 mer.aul n;,

(5 05) 2:68-"1"180

metals represent an
investment, but to buy just
a glob of gold or silver
doesn't make sense.
Craftsmanship costs no more
and not only enchances the
appearance of an article
but ·increases it's value.
When buying contemporary
jewelry look for fine finish
and detail work ... You'll
find it in our work and it
costs no more.

cox

ron beauchamo
I

Pago 3

Non-Resident Status
Inspires.. Law Suit

The Source
By Carolyn Babb

:Robertson, Joan Hess
Q. What time and where doe.s the karate club meet, and .andJames
Jim Cottos pay non-resident
how can I join? K.S.
tuition. All three of these UNM
A. Judy Theis, secretary of the UNM Karate Club, ~>aid the students have Jived in New Mexico

club meets Monclay, Waclnesday, Thursday and Friday from
5:30·7:00 p.m. in Rm 184 of Johnson Gym. The club has
around 30 members including two blacll: belts, Gary Purdue
and Dick Rienstra. New members may join the first part of
each month for beginning instruction starting this fall.
Monthly fees ate $8.
Q. There's been such a lot of interest in ch,ess lately due to
the Spassky·Fischer world chess championship match, so I
was wondering if there was a chess club on campus that is
active this summer? R.D.
A. If there is an active club on campus this summer they
are doing a fine job of concealing themselves from The
Source. There is a chess club chartered with student
government that is advised by Dr. Harold Knudsen, associate
professor of engineering, however, he said he didn't think the
club was active this summer, because he'd heard nothing
from the club;s president, Mark Tolliver.
Q. Whose idea was it to put those obnoxious lights on the
mall that blind you if you walk anywhere near them? Why
not something more attractive? K.J.
A. I couldn't find any one person to take the blame or
credit for the light fixtures on the mall: Bob Schmidt, project
engineer with the office of the University architect, said they
don't keep a record of who picks a certain light fixture, and
that many people on different levels might be involved with
the choice. "The person probably didn't see the mall and the
mess we had to work with. The new area will look better
when there is more growth," Schmidt said.
Q. What is the largest fraternity on campus? K.S.
A. An unidentified, but usually reliable source at Sigma
Alpha Epsilon said his fraternity was the largest with perhaps
75 or more members.
*Johnson Gym will be closed Aug. 4-23. The gym will be
open beginning Monday, Aug. 28 for recre;;,tbnal activities.
,
August 24-26 is reserved for registration activities.
Hours for the Union will be 8·5 until school starts in
August . The bank will close at 4:30 p.m. and the Snack Bar
about 4 p.m. The hours will change again when the Fall
semester begins, said Brenda Fuller, secretary to the Union
director.
'
"Richard III," ShakespeiUe's
violent tour de force, will open
in KelleJ: Hall August 4 at 8:15
p.m. and a 2:00 p.m. matinee
Sunday.
.
•
TJ1e play, sta«mg Barry
Payne, has been dir:ected by
Gustavo Motta under the aegis
o f .t h e U N M d r a m a
department. Ad mission is
$2.00.
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CASA

~lUNA
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Spaghetti
Italian Ilood

FREE DEliVERY
242-8413

Electrical
The UNM department of
electrical engineering and
computet science .has received a ,
gJ:JllU -or /ll9Soo .r..o... <lhcNalilnuil
Science Foundation to help
purchase additional equipment for
undergraduate instruction.
The grant will be matched by
$9882 in UNM funds. The
$19,682 will be used to purchase
additional analog computer
equipment . and equipment to
convert analog computers into
parallel hybrid comp1.1ters, the
simplest type Qf hybrid computer.
The new equipment will. be
used for teaching and
demonstrations in sophomore labs
and junior and senior courses.
Because of the grant, the
department tentatively plar>s to
offer a new course in advanced
anal(>g and hybrid comp1.1tation.
The grant is the tourthreceived
by the department in the past
eight years to purchase equipment
for undergraduate instruction.
Under its program of helping
purchase equipment to improve
the quality of undergraduate
science instruction, the NSF this
year awarded grants of $2.9
million to 311 colleges and
universities.

COMING AGAIN THIS YEAR!
AT NO INCREASE IN PRICE!
AUDUBON WILDLIFE FILM SERIES

October 17
t'J'ovember 21
January 9
January 29
February 19
Group Tickets
(Good for 5 viewings at once
or series of singles)
$3.00 for students
$5.00 for non-students

Available soon at Popejoy Hall
or address PO
Albuquerque

3457,
87106

Bo~

in similar situations may have any state institution during that
their tuitions deferred fm: the fall year,'' according to the complaint.
sl!mester until the court decides
They contend this statute
on the case,
violates. the Equal Protection
at least. one year, vote in State
New Me;Kic(> statute, House Bill Clause of the United St!\tes
election~; and pay state taxes. 300, "provides that non·~esident Con~;titution in that "it
They all plan to remain in the studl)nt!; wishing to attend the discriminates against all persons
state indefinitely. They all have state Universities m11st pay a other than women students
the same problem-unless they higher rate of tuition than marded to non-students" b.y
may pay resident tuition, they residents. This statute imposes a p1:esuming that non-residency
will be finan<:ia,lly una.ble to durational residency requirement applies to single women, married
• d t'
~f one y-:.ar for becoming a
women whose husbands are
C(>mp1ete t he1r e uca IOns.
"
stud.en. ts or reside outside thll
'A suit has been filed by the resident
\V',Iich plaintiffs do not
three through the Legal Aid c 0 n t e s t . ( T h e y d o state and that it does not apply to
society in the U.S. District Court ~ntest), •. Persons over the age married women living with a
·
~ t
t
of m. a]'odty, who initially enroll in non·resident husband.
to c h ange th (!lr s,a us 0
Action from the case would
residency. They have filed against the S tate U.n i v e r sit Y a 5 apply t~. the ant•'we class 0 ~
ve·
or
of
the
state
non-residents,
even
though
they
u
"
•
'
.
g
B
Kmg, 0 rn
·
J.ruce
C. McGregor,
:.:egist-rar,
and• may becom!' ·domiciled within the students who are attendh'lg U}l'M
Regents Calvin liCirn, Mrs. F.rank stllte for one year, with the intent and other state universities under
satisfy these c~mditions.
Ma ple, A rturo 0 r tega, Walter W0 lf to remain indefinitely al)d
·
For further information,
and Austin Roberts.
the duration a 1 residency
Charles Dumars and Michael requirement, are conclusiYely contact Dumar11 or Messina at
Messina, attorneys for the presumed to remain non•residents 243·5461, 242·3442, 243·6454 or
plaintiffs recommen.~drth_,:a.:.,t.::.p:...e_rs_o_ns_..::.i::.f~~,;.:ta_k_e-;s_ix_o_r_m_o_r_e_h_o_u_rs-:-at__2~4""3_·7_3_8,..3_.__T'f'~~~:Itiii
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To Speak.

The Last 1972

N. Scott Momaday, 1969
recipient of the Pulitzer Prize in
fiction, will. lecture Monday
evening at the University of New
Mexico.
Momaday's lecture, "An
American Indian Oral Tradition:
~gend and Lore," will be at 8
p.m. on the Mall". It is the l&st in
the Lecture under the Stars series.
The son of Indian artist AI
Momaday and writer Nat&chee
Scott of Jemez; Momaday grew
up on the Navajo, San Carlos and
Jicarilla Apache and Jemez
reservations. He received his
bachelor of arts degree from UNM
and his master of arts and Ph.D.
from Stanford.
"
He has taught at the University
of California at Santa B- • ·-..and
at Berkeley. During the next ~·ear
he will be visiting distinguished
professor at New Mexico State
University, then will join the

Summer Lobo • • •
~~~----------------_.c

an·d"'''co·m'lta·riit:lve
literature.
His Pulitzer Prize was for his
novel "House Made of Dawn." His
other principal works are "The
Complete Poems of Frederic)<:
Goddard Tuckerman" and "The
Way to Rainy Mountain,"
published in 1969 by the UNM
Press.
His other honors include two
honorary doctorates and his
de s i gnat ion in 1 9 6 9 as
Outstanding Indian of the Year.
In case of bad weather the
lecture will be held in the Kiva.

Until the

August 24th

REGISl-RATION ISSUE
YOU .can have this and each-copy of the Sem I, Sem II PLUS the Summer '73 Lobo mailed
to you anywhere in the USA for only $7.50.

.Stant'md fa!;'ulty '!":, pr~!':""" ~£_
l!liifffish

The Lobo has new rates for your Classified Advertising next Falll
by Don Ho1ehni1S

"Just as the American Indian is an invention of white

bureaucracy so are American Indian arts and crafts an
invention of white (art) collecto,rs," said J. J. Brody, curator
of Maxwell Museum of Anthropology during a Lecture Under
the Stars. The stars didn't shine through the rain that evening
Cassiday
d h 1 tu
ld · h
A senior adult nursing an t e ec rewashe mt eKiva.
·
instructor from Loyola University
Hill
Scholarship

If you run a Lobo Classified AD for 5consecutive
days, the Lobo will give you the last TWO absolutely Free. That's right • • • • Classified ADs
for 10c per word $1.00 minimum for the first 3
insertions and get the next two FREEl

of Chicago, Idolia M. Cassiday,
will be on the faculty of the
University of New Mexico College
of Nursing next semester as an
assistant professor of nursing.
She ~:eceived her bachelor's
degree in nursing from Marquette
University in Milwaukee, Wise. in
1959, and her master's in nursing
education last year from Loyola
University.
Cassiday is especially interested
in geriatrics, and recently
com"leted teaching an eight-week
~
course
for registered nurses for
the Illinois Nurses' Association.

Bonnie Louise Hill will join the
Scholarship funds totaling
faculty of the UNM College of $24,500 have been awarded to the
Nursing next month as an University of New Mexico College
assistant professor of nursing, of Pharmacy, under the Health
with a special interest in Pr.ofessions Scholarship· program
psychiatric nursing.
of the federal Department of
Hill has been teaching all areas Health, Education and Welfare.
of nursing for the past year at St.
The award for the 1972_73
Mary's Junior College in St. Paul, academic year was announced b••
Minn.
"
She holds two degrees from the CCarml en A. Bliss, dean of the UNM
umvers1
· 'tY o f M'mnesota: a B.S. in olThe
ege of Pharmacy,
sch.olarship funds are to
nurs1'ng·
rece1'ved 'th d' t• t•
Wl
ts
me
Ion
provide
financial assiS·tance to
in 1968 and her
t • d
,
masers
egree
pharmacy
students from low
in n,.y.~hJ'atri·c nursJ·n"
~~d d ·
"' aw= e m income backgrounds and/or
197""1·. ~
-----------:::---------------~ pharmacy students who otherwise
qualify on the basis of financial
need.

.
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Student Loan Regulations Changed

~rafts Fair is 'Pleasant Surprise'
group were the weakest &rtists in
the show. 'roo many dull ideas
left over from the days of pop, op
and minimal art. Nor were
technique.!; exciting enough to lift
any ()f these paintings above the
level of those found in a college
intermediate painting .ch;ss.
The watercolors were not much
better in terms of novelty or
composition, Subject matter for
the most part was New Mexico
traditional-adobes, mo!lntains,
deserts, a few cowboy&"""but
techniques were generally good.
Elaine Strome's landscapes, done
with a faultless technique, were
the best watercolors in the show.
Her paintings of old buildings,
desert and snow scenes possess a
fine atmosphere of emptiness
without a lack of life-appropriate
for New Mexico,
Mike Vogel's woodcuts of
Indians were by f1,1r the best
graphic works in the show. The
interplay between large areas of
black and white with sharp,

By Dorothy Maves
When I was livin{ in
Albuquerque in 1968, I went to
the .ats and crafts fair, then held
in Old 'l'own. It was terrible-most
exhibits were at best unintere11ting
and at worst embarrassing.
Competent craftsmen were the
exception rather than the .rule.
Not so this year. Although there
was little real ar~ at the fair, there
was nothing from which I felt
compelled to hide my eyes. The
level of technical competence and,
in some cases, excellence, was a
pleasant surpri$e,
Craft and art were blended with
p!lrticular sucaess in l'ablita
Veb.rde's sand paintings. They
combine the best in traditional
Indian motifs · with a free and
modern sense of design. And her
sand technique is unique-•most
artists could not execute the fine
lines and color gradation& a~~
successfully ·with a brush. and
paints, let alone sand.
Acrylic and oil painters as a

complex line work convey~> a
sense of strength, jaggedness and
ghostliness-his Indianll are
definitely not anglici:lled.
There was little sculpture that
was especially noteworthy, Louis
Baudoin's modular steel and wire
creatures Stand QU t, mainly
because of the unusual
construction and the poignancy
inher!lnt in some of the figures,
reminiscent of Daumier. Skip
Stepleton's wooden cradle; was
the best single piece of sculpture.
Its egg-like shape beautifully &uits
its purpose. It represents one of
those fine but ]'are examples of
form following function, an
axiom as applicable in art and
craft as it is in architecture.
In pottery, .!tina Swentz.ell 's
exhibit Wall distinguished by a fine
use of soft earth colors and
simple, smooth, clean designs.
N. C. Wyeths paintings, the
keynote exhibit at this year's fair,
were fine illustrations but, with
the possible exception of "The

Carpetbaggers," none approaches
the dllpth of technique, design
and <:reative thought which
signifies fine art,
All but oue of the paintings
were d_one as illustrations. They
are clear, readable stol:'Y
statements, and as such they' are
successful. All convey a rather
dre11my, bookish atmosphere-not
exciting by themselves, but
successful in combination with
the stories for which they were
done.
It should be remembered,
however, that although some
pictures such as "The Astrologer"
(done for "Mys_t!lrious Stranger")
and "Courier of' tlie Air" (done
for 4'Mysterious Island") seem
cliched now, they were not when
they were..,done. In fact, Wyeth's
astrologer ha& become a prototype
for modern illustrations of
magicians and str&nge old men.
Wyeth's technique and mood
are aligned with those of the
nineteenth centul;'y :French

romantics. For instance, his 40 Last
of the Mohicans" illustrati()n,
depicting an lndi&n killing 11_ deer,
uses thll u:tremes of forest
darkness and light, true, ung.reyed
colors and an almost impressionist
brusbstroke. In his one
non·liter.ay work, "Last of the
Chestnuts," his appreciation, for
impre!!Sionism bllcomes clear.
''The Carpetbaggers,'' (fron'
"Pike County Ballads") l::; real!~ . ,
the only painting which stands on 1 \
its own without the support of
llteury background, The
incorporation of the dark figures
into the light background make~> a
pleasing interplay Df shapes. And
the seediness of the .men, their
faces and stance, is a statement
about real people, not only
literary characters.
·
'l'here is a timeless quality in all
of the paintings that makes them
seem almost anachronistic, 'l'hey
are antiqull·like. But they are
worth seeing as an example of fine
illustration.

Colleges and universities may submitted to the lender !lS a
begin proces~;ing lltudent loan recommendation for a loan. Thi&
applications on the ba~~is of need is regarded as the most significant
instead of "adjusted family <ilil.lnge in the guaranteed. student
inc.ome," HEW's Office of loan program brought a,bout by
the 1972 amendments.
Education announced recently,
Prior tQ the· new law, the
New regubtions regarding
student eligibility for Feder&l :Federal government paid thll
interest benefits under the interest for any student whosll
Guaranteed Student Loan ''adjusted family income" was less
Program, as required by the than $15,000, until the loan was
Education Amendments of 1972, due f()r repayment. (Generally
have been approved and are speaking, a family with three
dependent children and an income
effective immediately.
The law, signed by the of $20,000 probably would have
President, requires a student's an adjusted family income of less
college or other postsecondary than $15,000.)
Effective J.uly 1, 1972, the
school to determine how }1,1rge a
loan he actually need$ to cover :Federal govel'nment pays interest
edqcational.expenses. The only for those students whosll
determinat.io.n of need is e du ca.ti onal institution

recommends a loan.
The college or vocational
school now will take into account
the "ex.pected family
contribution" (the amount the
student, his parents, and spouse
may be e:x:pected to contribute
toward his education), along with
othElr available resourcu,
including financial aid in the form
of grants, scholarships, and other
loans,
This amount will be ~>Ubtracted
from the estimated cost o£
education-which for this purpose
includes tuition, fees, room and
board, and reasonable comm1,1ting
expense-to determine the
amount of need and serve a~~ a
basis of a recommendation to the
lender.

abnormally high standards of local
drama, and Adobe Theatre hall a
reputation .for living up to them.
This time, it doesn't.
The play, ada:{lted by Heinar
Kippardt from Oppenheimer's
security hearings in 1954, offers
some fine performances in small
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ITS THAT TIME AGAIN
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roles, notably Gregory Illanes
Keith Wade and Bill Carstens ~
witnesses. Thel;'e are also rather
disappointing performances t'rom
:Fred McCaffrey a11 Oppenheimer
and Chris Carstens as Chairman
Gordon Gray, a11 well a11 scme very
promising ones, including Charles
Daniels as Roger Robb, counsel
for the Atomic Energy

Radiology·
Byron Gil Brogdon, chairman
of the department of radiology at
the UNM School of Medicine, has
been appointed to tile special
medical advisory group of the
national Veterans Administration.
The Veterans Administration
has come to rely in an
ever-increa~~ing way on the services
of the advisory group, said M. J.
Musser, chief medical director of
tht;! VA offices in Washington,
D.C. ,
Brogdon will consult with the
v A's national department of
medicine and surgery in its efforts
to pro1lide quality care to
patienta, and working with
physicians in the private sectOI: in
the interest of all citizens, Musser
·d
sai B~ogdon has been on the UNM
medical faculty since July, 1967_
In addition to being chairman of
radiology, Brogdon ha~~ been
medical director of Bernalillo
County Medical Center since
1968. The position of medical
director Wall assumed on July 1 by
lli. Michael Pollay, chairman of
the medical school's department
of neurosurgery.
A native of Arkansas, Brogdon
holds three degrees including his
M.D. from the University oi

Commission and Joe Fa~~hing a~~
Lloyd Garrison, Oppenheimer's
counsel. Generally, the acting is
spotty, exactly what I would
expect from a normal small town
little theatre. A survey of the
leading roles should illustrate
whatlmean.
McCaffrey as Oppenheimer
may have just been having an off
night. I hope so. He had a good,
though rather humorless,
character, but he was too
mechanical, especially early in the
first act. He just didn't really seem
to be thinking about what he was
saying. Chris Carstens a~~ Gray was
also sl,lbstantially below what I
would expect from an actor of his
expedellce and "talent, not
appearing to interact with other
characters.
John Wakeford, who plays
Ward Evens of the Gray Board, is
anh·other mattedr f'endt~r:ely. Ht; · is
w at you wou1 m m most htt1e
theatre groups, a retiree who is
taking up acting with little or no
training. Judging him a11 such, it is
hard to find fault with his
performance in this key role. He
has a firm grasp of his character,
and conveys this character to the
audience despite his somewhat
stilted 'performance, a common
problem among nevt actors.
Rounding out the major roles is
Charles Daniels, who does a good
J• c lJ as Roger Robb, cross
examining attorney, although this
is perhaps due to the fact that
Daniels is an assistant professor of
law at UNM. Where he fails to
come across is as Roger Robb,
human being, especially in his
relationship to Oppenheimer, his
one-time idol. This, however, I
would tend to blame ··on director

New Approach
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each August, we clear items we feel we
have owned too long. Watches, Rings,
men's and ladies jewelry, bands and
straps go at savings up to 50%.
Save now during our
annual August Sale.
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Ch aco Canyon

Smylie
Thomas Smylie, forest
naturalist at the Sandia Ranger
Station, will continue hi~; series of
lectures about the Sandia
Mountains Tuesday evening (Aug.
l) at the University of New
Mexico.
His lecture, "Profiles of :Flora,''
will be from 7:30 tQ 9:30p.m. in
the Anthropology Lecture Hall.

1050A.D.
'l'he salvage excavations were

Gerald M. Bordin, who recently
completed his residency in
pathology at Bernalillo County
Medical Center and at Veterans
Administration Hospital here, has
joined the faculty of the UNM
School of Medicine.
B~rdin ha~~ been named an
assistant professor in the medical
school's Department of
Patholog-j. Duxing the 1971·72
year he held ~n advanced clinical
fellowship in the department from
the American Cancer Society.
The new faculty member
received his B.A. in zoology from
the Uni\tersity of California at

Jaramillo

Herbierto Jaramillo, a recent
graduate of the college of
education at u~ has been
named assistant director of Latin
American Programs in Education
at UNM.
'rhe programs, operated by the
college of education, assist Brazil
Paraguay and Ecuador. in th~
development of their educational
programs,
A native of Colombia, South
Am?rica, Jaramillo emphasized
currictllum and instruction in his
doctoral studies.
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Kosher &
Italian Sandwiches
Steaks
BBQ Ribs

Berkeley, and his M.D. from St.
Louis University School of
Medicine. He served as intern and
resident at the University of
California School of Medicine in
Los Angeles from 1966·68.

Bordin served a~~ a surgeon with
the United States Publir- Health
Service at the New Orleans
Hospital with the rank of
lieutertant commander, from.
1968-1970.
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By DONDILARUE
Most Women's columns are
cho·ck full of those handy
little hints that every woman
wants to know-recipes, fa~~hion,
Dear Abby, etc. A woman
repoJ:ter we met couldn't put
anything relevant into the
Albuquerque papers, nothing
about Women's Liberation or
Mothers Against the War or ~ven a
review of a book that wasn't on
cooking. There are women on this
campus who have interests that
are totally unrelated to the Ladies
Home Journal stereotypes, who
read the Furies instead of Family
Circle. We're here to tell you
about us, the Women at the
Women's Center.
The Women's Center is the only
place on campus where a woman
is not called "chick" or "broad."
It's the only place where eyes
meet eyes instead of eyes meeting
breasts or crotches during a
conversation .. We hav.e .the only
books oil women that aren't a
psychological study of women's
mental inferiority or an
anthropological excuse for the
menial positions we've been
forced into for centuries. W2 have
a counseling team for women and
their hassles-whatever b:;and they
are. We even have coffee free to
women. The most important thing
is that women are human beings
and are allowed to take that right
when they are here.
We have been left out, ignored, .
ridiculed, raped in. mind a.nd
body. Our human rights have been
denied us longer and more
antagonistically than :my other
group in history, We ate told that
we are smart for women or
s tro n g•fo r women•artistic·
considering that we are women, A
bowling team gets a better

•
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Corner of Harvard and Lead
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Shop·

Deluxe One-bedroom Futuished Apts.
(Twin or Double Beds)

$150 includes utilities

India-Madras, Prints & Overprints
Decorative Brass
Brass Burners

Ask for John a,t Construction Site
1831 Central NW

handicap than that. No matter
what minority there is l,lround
here, the women are the most·
oppressed. How many women
have been recognized for the parts
they have played in history?
Women are nQted !lS somebody's
wifEl or somebody's mother.
Behind every great man and so' on.
Why BEHIND? Men write history.
Now women are miting her story,

...v•••••••..•••••~••••••••••YYYYYY

Bordin

done prior to a road being built in
the area by the BIA.

(and your
favorite drinks)

3Sll.l Monte Vista NE

Blew it: "Hot •n nasty., Black Oak Arkansas wete supposed to appear
here at Civic Auditorium August 2. Now, they won't. Nobody else will
either. Enjoy,

"Blew it"

UNM has signed a $2,375
con tract with the Bureau of
l n dian Affairs for salvage
excavation work by the
department of anthropology on
land south of Chaco Canyon in
northwestern New Mexico.
J. J. Brody, associate professor
Arkansa~~.
of anthropology and curator of
p.==::=========================::::;~ Max we I I M use u m of
Anthrop'?logy on campus, said
excavatiOns were done on a
Pueblo II site which dates back to

Make Your Sfereo
Investment So.UNDI
with

To make way for new fall merchandise

Jo Ann Muchmore, rather than
Daniels, Which brings up another
point, the directing.
A number of innovative things
are ttied in this sh()w, Some, the
use of two rear screen s/1de
projectors, :l'or example, .work
well. Others, such as an
incomprehensible sound track
resembling a teletype machine at
times and a locomotive at others,
don't work at all. The things that
don't work, plus the awkward
blocking and sloppy cues makes
the directing a~~ spotty as the
acting.
What saves the show from
blatant mediocrity is the flne
script. Not that it doesn't have
faults, mind you, mostly that it is
too long (2% hours) and drags in
spots. But it is a compelling and
powerful drama, probing the
loyalty of a !scientist to hie work
hh!s friends, his· country, and
Imself. If you are looking for
insight into the problems and
responsibilities of a modern day
scientist, by all means see "In The
M a t t e r 0 f J. R 0 bert
Oppenheimer" at Corrales Adobe
Theatre, Thursdays through
Sundays through August 6. If you
are looking for an outstanding
example of dramatic art, and no
more, don't bother.
By Gary Mitchel

'The Gua:ranteed St!ldent Loan
l'rogram is design~" ' to help and
encoura.ge individuals at all
income levels to pursqe
po~;t·secondary education. The
loans, which are guaranteed by a
State or private nonprofit agency
or insured by the :Federal
governmllnt, are available to
students accepted or enrolled at
lea~~t half·time in nearly 8,000
postsecondary in11tit11
.s in the
United State$ and abroad.
S!nce the program began in
1965, students have borrowed
more than $4.4 billion in private
capital from approximately
20',00(l lending institutions.
Rep:~y1 ,ent of the principal is
deferred until the student has
b!!en out of school between 9 and
12 months.

Women

'Oppenheimer' Not Up to Standard
Corrales Adobe Theatre's
production of "In The Mattllr of
J. Robe~:t Oppenheimer" is a
production any normal little
theatre group in any typical small
or medium·sized city would have
every right to be prolld of.
Unfortunat.ely, Albuquerque has

When the school :recommends a·
loan, the :Federal interest benefit
will be paid, Where there .. is no
recommendation, the stud "'t may
still bo:r:row, but will have
PllY
the inte~:est hiruwlf.
However, the U.S.
Commissioner of· Education
intends to issue further
regulations regarding both the
acc~ptability · of the various
systems used in determining the
·e:Kpected family contribution and
the basis on which benefits may
be paid on loans in e:K;cess ol' the
school's recommendation.
.Any futUJ:e regulations will not
b!l retroactivE) and loans made
during the :{ledod covered by the
interim regulation will be valid
and not $Ubject to the new rules.
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Bi-Lingual Counseling
Offered at Auxilio

·-

A bi·lingual counseling center
and auicide pl'evention service
needs voh,mteers who are able to
speak both English and Spanish
and who consider themselves
"bi·cultural."
The Auxilio program, which
will open at 419 Broadway S.E. as
soon as painting and other repair
work is completed, wa$ given
$500 "seed· money" by the
Archdiocese of Santa Fe Human
Development Committee, said
Gail Figueroa, one of the persons
involved in planning the center,
Currently, volunteers are
needed to man the center from 6
p.m. until 6 a.m. Monday through
Thursday and 24 hours a day
during the weekends, Figqeroa
said. There will be three telephone
lines and workers will counsel in
four-hour shifts.
"Our people will not go t~
places like the Mental Health
Center. A certain strata of the
people are not able to relate to

Scientific Laboratory, The cask is
A cobalt research facility being wa ~r also serving as a shield.
about twice the size of a picnic
completed in the UNM Nqclear . • When the cobalt is raised in the
j~g ··but
weighs 1,535
·any established centers," she Engineering Building will permit taJ\k for use in expetiments,
pounds-about the same as a
university scientists in a variety of researchers outside the room will
contin"Ued.
compact car. Inside its stainless
"We want the Chicanos on disciplines to conduct additional manipulate remote handling
steel case is depleted uranium
devices from outside and will
campus to help us. Everybody's · types of experiments.
which blocks the radiation from
Robert Long, professor of watch their progress through
always saying something has to be
the cobalt.
nqclear engineering, said interest lead-impregnated glass 20 inchE.ls
done~ for the people, and this is a
·
·
good way to help,'' Figueroa said. in using the facility has been thick.
When the facility is operational,
''We need to help oqr own shown by the medical school for · The ()obalt, obtained from
cancer research, the department Army surpluses, was transferred UN'M will be one of about a dozen
carnales."
A program will be held at of electrical engineering and from Sandia Laboratories in a universities in t.he U.S, with a
BCMO for training in suicide computer science for testing ca;;;;;s;;:k_b~or;;.:r;;:o;.:.w;.;e;.;;d:...;;.;fr::..:o;..:m:;;;..L;:;;.o.;;.s;;.._;;A.;;;.l.;.;a,;;,.m_o;...s_...;c;..;o;.;;b;.:.a::..:lt;..;r;.;e;.:.se.;.;a;.;.;t';.;.c::..:h.;f;;;.;a.-ci;;;.Ji;.;.t::.y.;..,_ _ _ _.._
prevention, welfare and legal radiation effects on electronic
rights and where to refer persons components, and his own
education, campaigning or what
Voter Scholarships
with problems. Dtug education department for determining
not. Our purpose is to encourage
uTo stimulate first voters to first voters to become active and
will also be emphasized.
effects of radiation on solid
engage actively in the national to stimulate their imagination
"Ultimateiy, we'd like to materials.
organize a walk·in center in every
Other departments, such as election which sets our direction along lines of making the issues
barrio .in the city," said Figueroa. biology 1 also may conduct as a nation every four years" a meaningful, maintaining the
experiments at the facility, Long series of scholarships has beE.ln credibility of our political
The Auxilio staff will pick up said,
offered. The Sophia and William processes, expanding public
old furniture that community
Casey Foundation offers
The
Radiation
supply
consists
members would likE.! to donate to of 15 rods of cobalt, the last three scholarships to students who interest and understanding/'
The Foundation is
the center.
of which were loaded Thursday. ''conceive and undertake to carry contemplating offering $10,000 in
For further information -or to Located in a 'room protected by out a project of their own in the grants. Applications must be
volunteer, contact Figuerol,l at dense concrete walls about seven relation to this year's national received no later than .Aug. 15.
242·6692 or Margaret Garcia at feet thick. the cobalt is stored in a election, The project must be For further information, contact
877·6496.
water tank 10 feet deep, with the · based on research, public ASUNM.

ISRAD Begins Business Research
The University ot New
Mexico's Bureau of Business
Research and the state
Department of Development have
begun updating their commuttity ...
profiles information bank.
Profiles are a comprehensive
factual and statistical statement
on every New Mexico community
of at least 1000 people. The two
agencies began the joint project in
19 71 to provide needed
information to people involved in
the state's economic development.
The Bureau of Business
Research is an agency of UNM's

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin·C!p 0(y·Ciean1ng
t~nd

Laundry

Counselor Always on Duty
•
2106 Central S.E.
247·0836

11

Institute for Social Research and
Development,
As they did in collecting the
original data, bureau a11d
department ntaff members will
work in each community to
update the mat~riai. Delivery to
each of 46 communities , is
expected to be complete by late
September.
"Thus far," said Tony Elias,
head of the bureau's community
development division, "we have
had more than 2000 requests for
information."
He said requests come from
busine$smen, bankers, state and
federal otficials and "just about
everybody.'b
Information is <:ollected and
retained on UNM 1s computers,
where it can be recovered at great
speed. The reports themselves are
computer printouts.
Elias lauded· the cooperation of

famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others ...)
lunch 11:go·2:go dinl}er 5:go·9~30

413 RomeroSt.-N.W.
of Old Town PJaza

2

blocksN.W.
242-4986

I
I

I

I
I

local leaders in all 46 cities and
towns. · "Chambers of commerce
and other agencies have given us
outstanding cooperation," he said.
"Without them, we wouldn't have
a successful project."
.Persons interested 1n using the
community information bank
may obtain a folder descriptive of
th~ service from Elias at the
Bureau of. Business Research,
IS RAD~ UNM, Albuquerque
87106. The profiles th*:mselves
are cli&tributed by the State Dept.
of Development, 113 Washington,
Santa Fe 87501.

Bike Thefts
In an effort to stop theft of
bicycles on campus, the UNM
Campus Police will engrave
bicycles with the social security
numbers of owners July 27 and
28 between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. at
Agora.
The operation will not cost
anyt.hing and a special decal will
be placed on bicycles for
identification.
Over 135 bicycles were stolen
off the campus in the first six
months of 1972 at a total value of
over $13,500.
For further information,
contact the campus police at
277-2241.
W. W. Covington, a graduate
student in biology, has been
awarded a certificate of
appreciation award for the
apprehention of two suspects
involved in larcenies of bicycles
on campus.
Covington saw the two leave
the biology building with two
lO·speed bicycles, carrying a bolt
cutter.
Covington notified the police,
who aprehended the thieves.

Minority Students
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266-5661 J
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1500 SAN PEDRO. N.E.

Minority scholarship
applications are now available for
the fall semester. For further
information contact the Student
Aids Office.

------

Happy Hairston of the Lakers
grabbed over 1,000 rebounds
during the regular season; the first
time the former NYU star e~er
accomplished the feat.
Watch for Mike Newlin, fornli!r
Utah star, to continue to perform
well in the NBA

KELLER HALL
AUGUST

~
CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING
orwmaa

Ratee: 10c per word, $1.00 mfn!mum.
Tenna: Pa)'meut muat be made in full
prior to insertion of advertisement.
Where: Journalism .Building, Boom
206

1)

Claaaltled Advertialnsr
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque; N.M. 8'1106

3) SERVICES

PERSONALS

'l'YPING, IBM Efectt'ic. 11109 Morri1 Pl.
NE. 296-8349.
TUNEUPS by ENGINEERING STU~
DENT at my home. $14., V-B: $12, S..
cylinder. Includes new Points, plug!!, con.
denser and labor. Carburator overhaul
afso. Calf 299-5230 for appointment.
T.RUCX/DRIVER leaving for California
July ~a-Aug. 5. Will haul •nything,
Peoples' Prices. 266-5109.
----~~------~--~--~~
PASSPORT, immigration, tdentiftcatlon
photos. Fast, inexpensive, pleasing. Neal'
UNM. Call 265-2.U4 or come to 171'7
. Girard NE, 7/27

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZA·
TION meets Thuradaya, Room 230 NM
Union at 4 p.m., AU are welcome. 6/22
ORTHODOX BABA'I FIRESIDES, 621
Spruce SE, Apt. 315, Thunsdan, '1;30,
Call 242-4839, or write Box 787, 87108.
liERE IS AGORA AGAIN. Not; exactly a
dear friend, but a group of people who
are ready to talk & llaten to your problema of living. Call or come in NW Cor•
ner Mesa Vista, 2'1'1-3018. U'n
LEGAL SERVICES for UNM students/
11taff. Nominal tees. Furnished by qual·
ifled Jaw student! of the Cliniw Law
Program under supervision of staff attorney of UNM Law School. Call .2772913 or 2'17·3604 for appointment. 'l/2'1

2)

WATERBED PUMPING FAST-'Jh hour;
Cheap SG.OO. Call MR. CENTRIFUGAL
26$-2186. 7/6
TYPlNG done on IBM elec. Dissertations
and these& preferred. U 3'7:15• eJip. 298380(. '7/27
VOLKSWAGEN REPAmS for Leas. 1001
Coal SE. 247·2036. 7/27

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: Lady's Ring, first floor 'Womens•
lounge in new wing Chemistry Bldg.
Mali' describe and claim. Call Jeanne,
243-9668.
GLASSES, RINGS, SlVEATER~ CHECK
BOOKS, BOOKS & ol.h!!r items. May ~
claimed at NM Union Buainestl Otnce.
Aak forK!m.

3)

4)

J

IfI

SERVICES

TEACHERS WANTED- West & other
states. Placements since 1946. Bonded.
Member NATA. SW TEACHERS'
AGENCY, 1303 Central NE, 7/27

5)

2. Underage Females
3. Military Personnel

4. Married Studer1ts
Budget Payment Plan Available

266-56611
Page 8

Experienced Handling of
Hard to Place Insurance

2841 SAN MATEO N.E.
WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE
APPOINTMENT QF

LOU
TULGA Ph.D .
REAl ESTATE CONSUlTANT
A Former Professor at UNM
lou understands your housing
problems in the University
Community. 266-5824
Res. 299.. 8375

FOR SALE

1910 HONDA en auo, 3800 mi., like new,
with rack, helmet, extras. $640. 265·'1260.
10-SPEED BICYCLES. On campus sales
&. Jlentice. Best Pr1ces in town &. 90 day
~tttaral'ltee, Dutch 10-speed w/24'' frame,
ce.,ternulls. $90. Gltane $117. Vanqueur
$116, Falcons w/Campagrtolo Velox deralller1!, Revnolds frames, 13Kg, $129.95,
Dick Hallett, Rm, 67, :Medical Sc'hooJ.
Call for hours: 27'1-2646, rtite: 266-2784.
PURF.-RRBD SE.AI,POINT SIAMESE:
KITTENS, very aft.ectionate, need homes.
Rensonable. 299-9814.

Special Rates For:
I. Drivers Under 25 ·

FORRC!NT

APARTMENT for quiet, single University
student. 3 rooms w!bath. $6'1 plus gu.
11 blo<:ks west of university. 243-0209.
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED: own
room in 2 bdnn ant. Bicycle. dt~tanc£ to
campus. 2901 Evclld NE, Apt. 250. 266•
47'12•.
HOUSE TRAILER in tile country. Cool &
quiet. $60. 8300 2nd NW. Pho. 898·0211.

Student Auto
lnsuiance

r

4-6

6)
·

EMPLOYMENT

CLERK WANTED, Male. Must be 21. Parttime. Save•Way Lit~UOl' Store1 6'116 Men·
nul NE. 266-9716. 7/27

Hand Crafted Jewelry
Gold and Sterling
CABOCHO:\S
Jo'ACETEI>STO:\ES:, ~U:\'.ERALS

B& B LAPIDARY

328 SA~ FILIPE :--:\\'

247-2:113

NEW MEXICO LOBO

